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Abstract 

Design for Six Sigma (DFSS), Design for Reliability and Manufacturability (DRM) methodologies, and predictive 

engineering and statistical modeling methods that were applied to develop robust and reliable products at IBM 

and Medtronic will be presented. At IBM, developing reliable and robust designs of supercomputers is critical to 

IBM’s vision and continuing its leadership.  Shorter development cycle time, increasingly dense product designs, 

along with advanced design features create real challenges in predicting structural performance of servers such as 

the recently refreshed IBM Cognitive Systems' POWER9 portfolio of servers.   And, to meet IBM shipping standards 

to insure P9 POWER system’s reliability and design robustness, ANSYS Mechanical and LS-Dyna FEA models were 

developed and physical tests were conducted.  The ability to apply accurate predictive engineering methods using 

simulation early on in the design cycle would predict the structural performance of the supercomputers and 

would shorten its development time, reduce number of physical builds, and therefore, reduce development cost. 

At Medtronic, the worldwide leading medical device company, developing reliable and robust products are rather 

critical to save patients’ lives.  Design for Six Sigma (DFSS/DRM) and predictive engineering methods and statistical 

modeling were implemented to develop a new design of the leadless pacemaker (Micra) which was a 

transformative innovation that revolutionized the pacemaker industry and was subsequently recognized by U.S. 

News as the Biggest Achievement in Medicine (2016). 

Biography 

Dr. Alfoqaha has a broad range of experience gained during his career at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), 
MSC Software, Western Digital, GE Nuclear, Medtronic, and IBM. Currently, he works at IBM as a Chief Architect/STSM and 
Chair of the Corporate FEA Multi-physics Council. Prior to IBM, he was appointed as a Technical Fellow at Medtronic. 
Dr. Alfoqaha has made significant contributions at IBM and Medtronic in advancing finite element analysis (FEA) modeling 
methodology through multi-physics simulation and predictive engineering methods combined with statistical and Design for 
Six Sigma (DFSS) methods to develop robust and reliable systems designs.  He also has an extensive educational background 
and skillsets in mechanical, materials, structural, nuclear, software, hardware, and thermal engineering, and in business as 
well.  Dr. Alfoqaha has a Post-doc from PNNL, PhD in Structural Engineering (WSU CEE), MSc in Materials and Mechanical 
Engineering (WSU MME), MSc in Structural Engineering, BSc in Civil Engineering, and an MBA.  He has more than 20 issued 
patents in disk drive, medical devices, and computer hardware areas; one of the patents/inventions was recognized by U.S. 
News as the “Biggest Achievement in Medicine in year 2016.”  He is also a Master Black Belt (MBB) in DFSS. 


